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Abstract
We formulate conformal (spin) geometry with arbitrary signature in the context of almost
Hermitian symmetric geometry and construct the canonical normal Cartan connection of
conformal geometry. It is shown that twistor spinors on a conformal spin manifold M may
be interpreted as parallel sections in a conformal spinor bundle E ! M with respect to a
covariant derivative r
E
, which arises from the canonical normal Cartan connection. We also
describe every conformally at spin manifold M , which admits twistor spinors, with the aid
of the holonomy representation of the fundamental group 
1
(M).
Subj. Class.: Dierential Geometry.
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In the present paper we reformulate the twistor equation as parallelity equation with respect
to the normal conformal Cartan connection in a certain conformal spinor bundle and classify
conformally at semi-Riemannian spin manifolds, which admit twistor spinors. On a smooth
semi-Riemannian spin manifold (M; g) of dimension n and index k there exists a conformal












denotes the spinor derivative and p denotes the projection onto the kernel of the
Cliord multiplication . This dierential operator is called twistor operator and elements in
the kernel of T are called twistor spinors. Equivalently, a spinor eld  is a twistor spinor if and







X D = 0 8X 2 ,(TM);
where D denotes the Dirac operator. Twistor spinors were rst introduced by R. Penrose in
Genaral Relativity. Special classes of twistor spinors are Killing spinors and parallel spinors.
The theory of parallel spinors is closely related to the classication of holonomy groups of a
semi-Riemannian manifold. Killing spinors are related to parallel spinors via the construction of
the cone of a semi-Riemannian manifold. The construction of solutions of the twistor equation
in the general form is more complicated. In [PM72] the twistor equation on a space-time is set
in relation to a 'twistor connection' on the vector bundle of 'local twistors'. It was H. Friedrich,
who showed in [Fri76] that the 'twistor connection' on a space-time is induced by the canon-
ical normal Cartan connection of conformal geometry. We will work out in the following the
generalization of this fact to arbitrary semi-Riemannian manifolds. From this point of view the
solvability of the twistor equation is related to the holonomy of the normal conformal Cartan
connection.
In section 1 we will recall the basic denitions of Cartan geometry and we will construct the
development of a at Cartan geometry and the corresponding holonomy representation of the
fundametal group of the base manifold. Then we will dene almost Hermitian symmetric struc-
tures and normal Cartan connections. In section 2 we will discuss in detail conformal geometries
of arbitrary signature, which belong to the class of Hermitian symmetric geometries. In partic-





. It is proved in [BFGK91] that on an






































is induced by the normal Cartan connection of conformal geometry. Once




, we are able to characterize
conformally at manifolds, which admit twistor spinors, with the help of a development in the





. This will be done in the last section.
2
1 Cartan Geometry, Development and Normal Cartan
Connections
In the rst part of this section we recall the denition of Cartan geometry and dene the de-
velopment map of a at Cartan geometry. In the second part we give a brief summary of the
construction of the canonical normal Cartan connection on an almost Hermitian symmetric
structure due to [CSS]. We start with the denition of Klein geometry, which is a generalized
concept for classical geometries like Euclidean or ane geometry (comp. [Sha96]).
Denition 1.1 A Klein geometry is a pair (G;H), where G is a Lie group and H is a closed
subgroup of G such that the homogenous space G=H, which is called the Klein model, is con-
nected.
Example: Let Aff(n) denote the group of ane transformations on R
n
. Ane geometry is the
pair (Aff(n); Gl(n)) and its standard model is the ane n-space A
n
= Aff(n)=Gl(n).
A Cartan geometry on a C
1
-manifold M is modeled on a Klein geometry (G;H). Let (g; h)
denote the pair of Lie algebras to (G;H).
Denition 1.2 Let M be a C
1
-manifold, (G;H) a Klein geometry and P !M an H-principal
ber bundle. A g-valued 1-form ! : TP ! g, which satises the conditions
(1) !(A

) = A, where A












M ! g is an isomorphism for each p 2 P ,
is called a Cartan connection of type (G;H). The pair (P; !) is called a Cartan geometry on M .
The third condition of Denition 1.2 implies for a Cartan geometry (P; !) of type (G;H) on M
that dimP = dimG holds.








 : TP ! gl(n)
the standard connection on P with vanishing torsion and curvature. The canonical form  on
P is dened by











); p 2 P






as usual. The 1-form







is a Cartan connection on P ! A
n




Cartan connections induce connections in the usual sense on an enlarged bundle. Let (P; !)
be a Cartan geometry on M of type (G;H). The enlarged bundle

P := P 
H
G ! M is a
G-principal ber bundle and the mapping
p 2 P 7! [p; e] 2

P
is a natural embedding of principal ber bundles. The image of the Cartan connection ! on P in

P can be uniquely extended to a g-valued 1-form !, which is a principal ber bundle connection
on

P . The g-valued 2-form





is the Cartan curvature of ! on P . If the curvature form 
 of (P; !) vanishes, then the Cartan
geometry (P; !) is called at. The curvature form


 = d! +
1
2
[!; !] of the corresponding con-
nection ! on

P also vanishes in this case.
Example: Let (G;H) be a Klein geometry. Then G! G=H is an H-principal bundle and the
Maurer-Cartan form !
G

































the Cartan geometry (G;!
G
) on G=H is at. There exists a canonical parallel section with
respect to !
G





 : G=H !

G:
aH 7! [a; a
 1
]
Let (P; !) be a at Cartan geometry of type (G;H) on a connected and simply connected C
1
-
manifold M . The enlarged G-principal ber bundle

P = P 
H
G is equipped with the at
connection !. We x a point p 2

P . Since ! is at and M is connected and simply connected,
the parallel displacement on














































denotes the left translation by a. The natural embedding of P in















is H-equivariant, and since ! is the pullback of ! on






can conclude that 
p
: (P; !) ! (G;!
G
) is a local isomorphism of Cartan geometries and every
local isomorphism  : (P; !)! (G;!
G











on the base spaces is called a development map of M in the Klein model G=H.
Let M be a connected C
1





 ! M is equipped with the at Cartan geometry (
~




!), which is the
pullback of (P; !) by . The fundamental group 
1
(M) ofM acts on
~
M by deck transformations
and these deck transformations preserve the Cartan geometry (
~







into the automorphism group of the Cartan geometry (
~
P ; ~!) on
~
M . Let  :
~
M ! G=H be any
development dened as before. For each  2 
1
(M) a unique a

2 G exists such that




This unique relation gives rise to the holonomy representation of the fundamental group:
 : 
1
(M) ! G :
 7! a

The holonomy representations corresponding to dierent developments are conjugated in G.
We come now to the denition of almost Hermitian symmetric structures on a C
1
-manifold.
One particularity of these structures is that they admit a uniquely determined normal Cartan
connection. We will explain this in a short manner. The approach that we present here is
due to the detailed work [CSS] on almost Hermitian symmetric structures and normal Cartan
connections. The important point for us is that conformal structures belong to the class of al-
most Hermitian symmetric structures and, in particular, it exists a canonical normal conformal
Cartan connection. We will discuss the conformal cases explicitly in the next sections.














8i; j 2 f 1; 0; 1g:
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) is the inclusion of a subalgebra and the Killing




-module with the dual of g
 1
(see [Och70]).



















. The exponential map to g
1




is a normal vector
















Consider now a Lie group G
0
, which isn't necessarily connected and is a covering group of G






















G=B. The Lie group
B
0

















is the simply connected normal vector subgroup in B
0
generated
by the Lie algebra g
1




) is called a Hermitian symmetric geometry and the




is a Hermitian symmetric space.
Denition 1.3 Let (G;B) be a Hermitian symmetric geometry, let M be a C
1
-manifold of
dimension n = dim g
 1
























) = A for all A 2 g
0













The form  is called the soldering form and (B(M); ) is called an almost Hermitian symmetric
structure on M of type (G;B).




be principal ber bundles over a base space M










is a principal ber bundle morphism over the




, which is a covering of a subgroup in
G
2







A (G;B)-structure (B(M); ) dened as above may be understood as a 'second order structure'
onM (comp. [CSS] II.1.8.), whereas the induced B
0








-reduction of the rst order frame bundleGl
(1)
(M) onM .





[CSS] II.1.). But it isn't true in general that an almost Hermitian symmetric structrue (B(M); )
6




(M) need not contain any
geometric information. This happens in the case of projective geometry, where the rst order re-
duction B
0
(M) is isomorphic to the linear frame bundleGl
(1)
(M) itself (comp. [Kob72], p. 143).
Let (B(M); ) be an almost Hermitian symmetric structure and B
0
(M) its rst order reduction.
There exist B
0
-equivariant sections  2 ,(B
0


















is a connection on B
0
(M). More-

















= 0 (see [CSS] I.3. and II.1.7.).










 g) of an arbitrary Cartan connection ! on
B(M) is dened by





(Y ))(u); X; Y 2 g
 1
; u 2 B(M):








of  can be




































(2) A normal Cartan connection ! 2 

1





















is its dual basis of g
1
.
Two admissable Cartan connections !; ! on (B(M); ) dier only in the g
1
-component and it









!   ! = ,  
 1
:
The tensor , on B(M) is always the pullback of a tensor on the base spaceM (see [CSS] I.3.10.).
It is proved that on every almost Hermitian symmetric structure (B(M); )!M , there exists a
canonical normal Cartan connection !
N
([CSS] II., [Kob72]). Moreover, for every B
0
-equivariant
section  2 ,(B
0
(M);B(M)) the dierence between the admissable connection !

and the
canonical Cartan connection !
N
is described by the deformation tensor ,

and the tensor ,







(M). If the canonical Cartan connection !
N
on B(M) is at then the Cartan geometry
(B(M); !
N




2 The Conformal Spin Spaces
After we have dened Klein geometries in general in the last section, we present in this section
the standard models of conformal and conformal spin geometry. We introduce these models rst






; h ; i
n
k
); n  3 and k 2 f0; : : : ; ng, denote the n-dimensional Euclidean space of























be the Cliord algebra of R
n
k




is denoted by O(n; k) and the subgroup
SO(n; k) := fA 2 O(n; k) j detA = 1g





Spin(n; k) := fx
1

















= 1; i = 1; : : : ; 2lg
and
 : Spin(n; k) ! SO(n; k)














; ( ; )
n+2
k+1
) we denote the pseudo-


































:= f[x] 2 RP
n+2
j x 2 R
n+2
k+1




which is a regular quadric in the projective space RP
n+2








































where h ; i
n+2
0



















































This conformal structure c^ is at, since the induced metric is conformally at. The conformally
at structure c^ projects to a conformally at structure c on the quadric Q
n
k
. For k 6= 0; n we



































isn't connected. The conformally at space C
n
k























spin space of dimension n and index k. The space C
n
k
isn't in general conformally spin (comp.
section 4).





as homogenous spaces. Let us denote
GSO(n; k) :=

SO(n+ 2; k + 1) : k 6= 0; n
SO
o
(n+ 2; k + 1) : k = 0; n
:





through its embedding in R
n+2
k+1
. This action is





















j A 2 SO(n; k); a 2 R
+
; q 2 R
n
	

































GSO(n; k)=BSO(n; k). The kernel of the linear isotropy representation of BSO(n; k) on



















2 GSO(n; k) j q 2 R
n












which is a normal subgroup of BSO(n; k). The group BSO(n; k)=B
1
(n; k) is isomorphic to the
conformal group CSO(n; k) := R
+
 SO(n; k), which is embedded in GSO(n; k) by
i
c










The Lie algebra so(n+ 2; k + 1) is semisimple and j1j-graded:

























































is the Lie algebra of BSO(n; k), the subalgebra g
1
is the Lie alge-
bra of B
1




cso(n; k). With the denitions in the previous section we see that







GSO(n; k)=BSO(n; k) is







are dual to each other with respect to the Killing form on so(n+2; k+1)
and that
BSO(n; k) = CSO(n; k) oB
1
(n; k)






is conformally spin, it is usefull to give a spin description of the Hermitian
symmetric geometry (GSO(n; k); BSO(n; k)). We denote
GSpin(n; k) :=

Spin(n+ 2; k + 1) : k 6= 0; n
Spin
o
(n+ 2; k + 1) : k = 0; n
:





via the group-covering  : GSpin(n; k)! GSO(n; k). There
exists a uniquely dened closed subgroup BSpin(n; k) of GSpin(n; k), which covers BSO(n; k)












: CSpin(n; k) ,! GSpin(n; k)
of the conformal spin group CSpin(n; k) := R
+




 . Then we
have




where in this case B
1
(n; k) should be understood as the simply connected normal vector subgroup








































































































































: i = 1; : : : ; ng:
3 Twistor Spinors and Normal Conformal Cartan Connections
It is well-known that a twistor spinor  2 ,(S) on a semi-Riemannian spin manifold (M; g)
may be interpreted as a parallel section in the two-fold spinor bundle S  S with respect to
a certain covariant derivative r
SS
(see [BFGK91]). It was already proved in [Fri76] that on
a space-time the 'twistor connection' is induced by the canonical normal Cartan connection of
conformal geometry. We give here a prove of this fact on semi-Riemannian spin manifolds with
arbitrary signature using our approach to normal Cartan connections due to [CSS].
Let (M
n
; c) be an oriented C
1
-manifold of dimension n with conformal structure c of index k,
that is a class of conformally equivalent (pseudo)-Riemannian metrics with index k on M
n
. The
conformal structure c is equivalently described by the conformal frame bundle CSO(M), which
is a CSO(n; k)-principal ber subbundle of the rst order linear frame bundle Gl
(1)
(M). The
rst order conformal structure CSO(M) gives rise via the canonical rst prolongation to the
almost Hermitian symmetric structure (BSO(M); ) of type (GSO(n; k); BSO(n; k)), where the








This implies that BSO(M) is a subbundle of the second order frame bundle Gl
(2)
(M) over M
and  is the restriction of the canonical form on Gl
(2)
(M) (comp. [CSS], I.6.2., II.1.). On the
other hand, let BSO(M) be a BSO(n; k)-subbundle of Gl
(2)
(M) over a C
1
-manifold M and
 the restriction of the canonical soldering form to BSO(M). Then the induced CSO(n; k)-
principal ber bundle BSO(M)=B
1




(M) (comp. [CSS] I.3.). This leads to





sion n is an almost Hermitian symmetric structure (BSO(M); ) of type (GSO(n; k); BSO(n; k)),
whose soldering form  has vanishing torsion.
(2) A conformal spin structure on M
n
of index k is a BSpin(n; k)-reduction (BSpin(M); f) of
a conformal structure (BSO(M); ), i.e. it holds
f(b)  (q) = f(b  q) 8b 2 BSpin(M); q 2 BSpin(n; k);
where f : BSpin(M)! BSO(M) is a two-fold covering map. The 1-form f

 is the soldering
form on BSpin(M).
A conformal spin structure (BSpin(M); f) on M
n
in the sense of Denition 3.1 induces a









is induced by F .
For the rest of this section we assume (M
n
; c) to be a conformal spin manifold of index k and
by (BSpin(M); f) we denote a conformal spin structure on M . We want to dene conformal










denote the standard (complex) spinor modul with
Spin(n; k) action

















(comp. [Baum81]). With 
`









((t; s); v) 7! t
`
 sv
of weight ` 2 R. Consider now the spinor modul 
n+2
k+1















 v = 0g and
Ann(f
n+1





 v = 0g
































; i = 0; n+ 1;































































x  v 8x 2 R
n
k














x  w 8x 2 R
n
k















v 8v = i
cs
((t; s)) 2 GSpin(n; k);














































; ` 2 R:
On BSO(M) exists a canonical normal connection, which we denote by !
NC
. The canonical








Furthermore, we have the connection !
NCS
on the enlarged bundle GSpin(M) and this connec-
tion induces a derivative r
E
on the conformal spinor bundle E.

















[l; v] 7! [[(l); e]; v]
It is known that in conformal geometry there exists a bijective correspondence between CSO(n; k)-
equivariant sections and torsion-free connections (Weyl structures) on the conformal frame bun-




denote the corresponding semi-Riemannian spin structure on (M; g). The usual spinor bundle











denotes the spinor derivative on S
g
. The Levi-Civita connection to g on the bundle of
orthonormal frames SO(M; g) induces a torsion free connection !
g
on the CSpin(n; k)-principal




















-valued component of the soldering form f








































to BSpin(M) (comp. [CSS] I.6.4.).
With the help of the section 
g
to g 2 c we are able to reduce the structure group of the bundles























[l; x] 7! [[
g
(l); e]; v]
















] 2 ,(T ):







































(l); e]; v] 7! [l; (f
0
w)]  [l; (f
n+1
w)]
Let ~g = 
2
 g 2 c,  : M ! R
+
, be a conformally equivalent metric to g. The corresponding
CSpin(n; k)-equivariant section 
~g









()(l)); l 2 CSpin(M);
14
where f(l) = (f(l)
1
; : : : ; f(l)
n























) 2 spin(n+ 2; k + 1):



















































After we have dened the appropriate bundles, we come now to the denition of twistor spinors.
The twistor operator T
g
, which depends on the choosen metric g 2 c and acts on ,(S
g
), is the















. A spinor eld
 2 ,(S
g




 = 0, is called a twistor spinor on (M; g). The
Dirac operator on S
g
















Proposition 3.1 ([BFGK91]) (1) For a spinor eld  2 ,(S
g
) the following conditions are
equivalent:
i)  is a twistor spinor.










 = 0 8X 2 TM:
iii) There exists a spinor eld ' 2 ,(S
g
) such that




for all vectors X 2 TM with j g(X;X) j= 1.
(2) Let  2 ,(S
g










L(X)   
for all vector elds X 2 TM .
Let us consider a conformally equivalent metric ~g = 
2










































In particular, the kernel of T
g
is conformally invariant and we have the following conformally









) is called twistor spinor on (M; c) if T
g
 = 0 for some g 2 c.






































It is proved in [BFGK91] that  2 ,(S
g
) is a twistor spinor i ( ;D
g














: E ! Ann(
g
i
); i = 0; n+ 1;
the projections to the annulation spaces.
Theorem 3.2 Let '
E
2 ,(E) be a spinor eld on (M; c) and g a metric in the conformal class c
on M . The spinor eld '
E






























(l); e]; v] + [[
g
(l); e]; w]
for some functions v :M ! Ann(f
0





: U M ! Spin(M; g)













(x); : : : ; e
n









































































































































































































































































(comp. Proposition 3.1). 
Let us consider a conformally equivalent metric ~g = 
2
 g 2 c. If ( ;D
g





























()   )
e
)















 ) = Q:
4 Twistor Spinors on Conformally Flat Manifolds










= GSO(n; k)=BSO(n; k) = GSpin(n; k)=BSpin(n; k):
Let !
GSpin(n;k)





























GSpin(n; k) := GSpin(n; k)
BSpin(n;k)
GSpin(n; k):
The bundle GSpin(n; k) is equipped with the induced at connection !
GSpin(n;k)
. It is easy to






(a BSpin(n; k)) = [a; a
 1
] 2 ,(GSpin(n; k)):













(a BSpin(n; k)) := [[a; a
 1
]; v] 2 ,(E)
for arbitrary v 2 
n+2
k+1





















and the parallel section  
v





























































) be a semi-Riemannian manifold of dimension n and




















); f) on M
n+2
k+1

























) be any global
orthonormal frame eld in NF
n
k




































Let ' 2 ,(S
M









































































(comp. [BFGK91] for a similar formula in codimension 1).





















Notice that this embedding isn't the same as given in section 2. There is a natural orthonormal












; : : : ; x
k
; 0; : : : ; 0);

n+1
(x) := (0; : : : ; 0; x
k+1
; : : : ; x
n+1





(x) := x  v, v 2 
n+2
k+1




















































; : : : ; x
k









= (0; : : : ; 0; x
k+1





for all X = (x
0
; : : : ; x
n+1






























































































































In section 1 we introduced in general the notations of development and holonomy representation
for at Cartan geometries. Let (M; c) be an oriented and conformally at manifold with canon-
ical normal Cartan geometry (BSO(M); !). Let (
~
M; ~c) denote the universal covering space of
(M; c) with induced conformally at structure ~c. The manifold (
~
M; ~c) is conformally spin. Then

























of the funfamental group ofM into the automorphism groupGSO(n; k) of (GSO(n; k); !
GSO(n;k)
).




with respect to  : GSpin(n; k) ! GSO(n; k). The set of conformal spin structures on (M; c)
correspond bijectively to the set of lifts of the holonomy representation  (comp. [Baum81]).
Theorem 5.1 Let (M; c) be a conformally at spin manifold with development  and holonomy




be a lift of , which denes a spin structure on (M; c). Let V  
n+2
k+1
be the maximal subspace,
on which the representation ~ acts trivially. Then every v 2 V gives rise to a twistor spinor '
v












be the development, which induces the holonomy representation
. The development 
~
M













of the conformal spinor bundles. Let v 2 V be arbitrary,  
v






) and let ~'
v
be the parallel section in E(
~






) =  
v
. Since  acts
trivially on V , the parallel section ~'
v






in E(M; c; ~).
Conversely, let ' be a parallel section in E(M; c; ~) and ~' its lift to E(
~
M; ~c). Then, it exists






( ~'). The fact that parallel sections in E(M; c; ~)
correspond bijectively to twistor spinors on (M; c; ~) proves the theorem 
20







has at most one zero. This observation
leads to the following Corollary of Theorem 5.1, which is a result of Kuhnel and Rademacher
proved in [KR96]:







Then (M; g) admits a twistor spinor with zero if and only if the following conditions are satised:





























with respect to .
iv) The representation ~
p




Example: Twistor spinors on a Mobius sphere C
n
k
for 1 < k < n  1













The corresponding holonomy representation is given by
 : Z
2


















) 2 Spin(n+ 2; k + 1):
It holds () =  I. The holonomy representation  admits a lift to Spin(n + 2; k + 1) if and
only if 
2
= 1, which is equivalent to the condition
n = 2 mod 4; k = 1 mod 2 or
n = 2 mod 4; k = 0 mod 2:
In this case there are two conformal spin structures on C
n
k
, which are characterized by the





! Spin(n+ 2; k + 1);





! Spin(n+ 2; k + 1):
f1; 1g 7! f1; g
21
Moreover, the spinor modul 
n+2
k+1
























































































linearly independent twistor spinors.
This is one half of the maximal possible dimension.
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